Glimpse beyond the digital doorway

Our stories. Your advantage

Developing wargame analysis to help the UK MOD understand potential threats, test new concepts, and shape multi-domain capabilities of the future.

Helping the Royal Navy become a fully digital organisation by 2023.

Innovating for the delivery of high tech Naval ships in Australia as part of the Hunter class frigate programme.

Launching the world’s first commercial satellite ‘rideshare’ service, Faraday, at In-Space Missions.

Enabling military land, air and maritime platforms to share real-time mission imagery.

Controlling the Rosetta probe travelling at 55,000km/h with a smartphone-like system.

Transforming national ANPR technology to better safeguard the vulnerable and prevent crime.

Leading the world in attributing the Bangladesh Bank Heist to the Lazarus Group.

Using mathematical modelling to inform planning for a low-carbon UK rail network.

Protecting 200+ Financial Institutions from risks associated with financial crime and cyber threats.
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